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Summary. Let 2) x10 ... , xn; Yv ... , Ym be independent observations 
from a population with a continuous distribution F(x), and let Fn(s), 
Gm(s) denote the corresponding empiric distributions. Exact formulae are 
derived for the joint probability distribution of the deviations 
sup (Fn(s)- Gm(s)) and inf (Fn(s)- Gm(s)), 
s s 
under the assumption that mjn is equal to a positive integer k. Further, 
letting k tend to infinity, exact formulae are obtained for the joint 
distribution of 
sup (Fn(s)- F(s)) and inf (Fn(s)- F(s)). 
s s 
In section 3, special attention is paid to the more simple formulae for 
the probability distributions of the individual deviations. 
Using an elementary approach, KoROLYUK [7] and BLACKMAN [2], [3] 
obtained analogous but different formulae for precisely these same cases.· 
Related results for the case k= l were obtained by GNEDENKO and KoRo-
LYUK [5], DRION [9]. Our method involves generating functions and 
could easily [6], p. 66, be extended to the more general case mjn = kjp, 
where p denotes a small positive integer. 
l. Statement of the results. Let k, n denote positive integers 
and let Xv ... , xn; Yv ... , Ykn be (k+ l)n independent random variables, 
each having the same continuous distribution F(s). Further, let 
Pn,kn(x,y)=P(-x<Fn(s)-Gkn(s)<y for alls), 
Qn(x,y) =P(-x<Fn(s)-F(s)<y for all s), 
where 
Fn(s) = I ljn, Gkn(8) = I ljkn 
xi:!(s v1 ~s 
denote the empiric distributions of the samples Xv ... , xn and Yv ... , Ykn' 
respectively. 
1 ) This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation, 
Grant NSF G-1979. 
2 ) Random variables will be distinguished from numbers by printing their 
symbols in bold type. 
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Theorem 1. With a, b as positive integers, we have the generating 
function 
00 
(1) I Pn,kn(ajkn, bjkn)C~LunTn = Lla(T)Lib(T)i.l~b(T), 
n=O 
if ITI<(k+l)-1e-1. Here, C'fv=N!J(n!(N-n)!) and 
(2) iJz(T) = I' (- 1)'0~-1-krT', 
T 
(O<;r< [(z-1)/(k+ 1)]). 
Theorem 2. With x, y as positive real numbers, we have the generating 
function 
00 
(3) I Qn(xjn, yfn) (nT)nfn! = Dx(T)Dv(T)D;-fv(T), 
if ITI <e-1. Here, 
[z] 
(4) D.(T) =I ( -1)'(z-r)'T'fr! 
Theorem 1 enables us to compute the quantity 
Pn,kn(ajkn, bjkn) Ofk+ 1ln = Pn (say), 
(n=O, 1, 2, ... ; p0 = 1). From (1) and (2), putting a+b=c and 
[(a-1)/(k+ 1)] + [(b-1)/(k+ 1)] =N, 
we have 
N oo N 
(5) I ( -1)'0~-1-krTr I PnTn =I ( -1)ndnT11 , 
where, for n=O, 1, ... , N, 
(6) d - ~' c· en-s n- £.. a-1-ks b-1-k(n-s)' 
s 
(O<;s<;(a-1)/(k+1), O<;n-s<;(b-1)/(k+1)). Thus, (5) yields there-
cursion relations 
n 




Pn = I ( -1)'- 1 0~--1- krPn-r' (n=N+1,N+2, ... ); 
r~1 
(observe that, for kn<Min(a, b), we have Pn,kn(afkn, bfkn)= 1, thus, 
Pn =OfH1ln). Moreover, (5) yields the explicit formula 
Pn = I' ( -1)'d,cx,_,' (n= 0, 1, ... ), 
r 
(O<;r<;l\fin(n, N)), where the ex; are defined by 
N oo 
LI; 1(T) = (L ( -1)'0~_ 1 _krT't 1 = I cxiTi, 
r= 1 i=O 
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thus, ·= (- 1); "' (i1 +i2+ ... +iN)!ITN (-Cr )i 
(X1 £... ,; I dNI C-1-kr 7 • 
"1· · · · " · r~ 1 
the latter sum being extended over all sets (iv ... , iN) of non-negative 
integers with i1 +2i2 + ... +NiN=j. 
Similar conclusions may be drawn from Theorem 2. For instance, from 
(3) and (4), we have the exact formula 
n' [xJ rvJ 
Qn(xjn,yjn) = n~ 2 2 ( -1)'+s fJn-r-s(x-T)'(y-s)'j(r! s!), 
r~o s~o 
where the {Ji are defined by 
M oo ( 2 (x+y-r)'( -1)'T7/r!)- 1 = 2 fJ;Ti, 
-00 
with M = [x+y]; thus 
fJi= (-1)i 2' (i1:-,···~i~Jl!fi (-(x+y-r)'fr!)\ 
t1····tM· r~1 
the latter sum being extended over all sets (iv ... , iM) of non-negative 
integers with i1 +2i2 + ... +MiM=j; especially, {Ji=O if j<O. 
2. Proofs. Proof of Theorem 1. Let a, b, k be fixed positive 
integers. By an admissable path of length m we shall mean an ordered 
set of integers (z0 , Zv ... , zm), such that z0 =a and that, for i= 1, ... , m, 
the "jump" zi-zi-l takes only the values -1 or +k. Observe that for 
such an admissable path the number (m+zm-a)j(k+1) is necessarily a 
non-negative integer, (equal to the number of times that zi-zi-l = +k). 
Finally, let N m(z) denote the number of admissable paths (z0 , ••• , zm) of 
length m with endpoint zm =Z, and such that zi* 0 zi *a+b, (i= 1, ... , m). 
It is not difficult to show, cf. GNEDENKO and KoROLYUK [5], that 
(7) Pn.kn(ajkn, bjkn) = Nrk+ 1)n(a)/C(i,+lln· 
It follows from the definition of Nm(z) that, for m=O, 1, ... , 
Nm+l(z)=Nm(z-k)+Nm(z+1) if z*O, z*c, 
Nm(z)=O if z.;;;O or Z=C, 
where c=a+b. Moreover, 
N 0(z) = o~ = 1 if z=a, 
=0 if z*a. 
Let t* 0 denote a complex parameter with ltl small, and consider the 
generating functions 
00 
(8) (z= ... , -1, 0, ... ). 
Then the above relations imply 
f(z)=~+tf(z-k)+tf(z+ 1) 
and f(z)=O 
if z* 0, z*c, 
if z.;;;O or z=c. 
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We further introduce a function g(z), defined for all integers z, such 
that g(z)=f(z) for z<;c and that 
(9) g(z+1)=(g(z)-o~-tg(z-k))t-1 
holds for z;;;,c. Then (9) holds for all z#O; moreover, g(z)=O for z<;O. 
Hence, the generating function 
00 
(10) G = ,2 g(z)uz 
-00 
satisfies 
G = g(1)u+Gujt- ua+ljt- Guk+I, 
thus, 
(11) 
Observe that the quantity Ll.(T) given by (2) is precisely the coefficient 
of uz in the expansion 
00 
( 12) u(1-u+Tuk+ 1)- 1 = ,2 Llz(T)uz, 
-00 
especially, Ll.(T) = 0 when z < 0. Replacing, in ( 12), u by ujt and T by 
t"+I, it follows from (10), (ll) and f(z) =g(z) for z<;c, that 
(13) f(z) =t-z+ILJ.(T)/(1) -ta-zLJz-a(T) if z<;c, 
(T=tk+I). Invoking the condition f(c)=O, we obtain 
(14) if Z<(C. 
Now, from (7), (8) and the fact that Nm(a) = 0 unless m is equal to a 
multiple of k+ 1, assertion (l) follows from (14), applied for z=a, and 
L10(T) =0. 
Remark. Starting from the fundamental identity of sequential 
analysis, GIRSHICK [4], p. 290, obtained a result related to the special 
case T = 1 of (14). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let x, y be fixed positive real numbers. 
Further, let {a"} and {bk} be sequences of positive integers, such that 
lim a"jk = x, lim bkjk = y. 
lc->oo lc~oo 
Then the quantity 
sn.k = Pn.kn(akjkn, bkjkn)- Qn(xjn, yjn) 
satisfies 
lim en.k = 0, 
k--> 00 
Further, from (1), if Ll •. k(T) =Ll.(T) is defined by (2), 
(n= 1, 2, ... ). 
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Letting k-+ oo, assertion (3) follows in view of 
lim C(1,+ 1lnk-n = n"Jn! 
k----)-00 
and tlrree limiting formulae of the type: 
lim LJak,lc(T jk) = D,(T), 
k-+ 00 
where Drr_(T) is defined by (4). 
3. One-sided deviations. In this section we assume b = +=, 
thus, c=a+b = +oo. Then (13) is still valid and yields, in view of (7) 
and (8), 
00 
(15) ! Pn.lcon(ajkn, +oo)C(l,+IlnT" = p-a/(1)L1a(T), 
n=O 
00 
/(1) =! Nm(l)tm. 
m~o 
Here, Nm(l) is also equal to the number of admissable paths (z0 , zv ... 
... ,zm,Zm+I) of length m+1 with z0 =a,zm+I=O,zi#O for i=1, ... ,m, 
(thus, Zm=1). Hence, Nm(1)=0 unless (m+1-a)J(k+1) is equal to some 
non-negative integer r, in which case 
Nm(l) =aC;,.+lj(m+ 1), 
cf. [6], p. 85, KoROLYUK [7], BLACJKMAN [2]. Consequently, 
00 
t1-a/(1) =! a(a+ (k+ 1)r)- 1 C~+(k+ 1lrT'. 
Hence, from (15) and (2), l Pn.kn(ajkn, +oo)C(k+ 1)n = (16) =a ""' (- 1)'0' £.., a-1-lcr 
, 
(O.;;;;r.;;;;Min(A, n)), when a is a positive integer; here, A= [(a-1)/(k+ 1)]. 
If n is large and ajkn ~ cn-'1,, (as in most applications), then A ~ c'n'!, 
and (16) would be more useful than the following analogous formula 
due to KOROLYUK [7]: 
~ (1-Pn.kn(ajkn, +oo))C(,,+ 1ln = 
(17) } =a ! o:_a+r(k+ 1P~+(n-r)(k+ 1)(a+(n-r)(k+1)}- 1 • 
( a/k'!(r~n 
Letting k-+ oo, a-+ oo, in such a way that ajk-+ x, we obtain, from (16), 
(18) Q,.(xjn, +oo) = xn-n !' ( -1)'C~(x-r)'(x+n-r)n-r- 1 , 
(O.;;;;r.;;;;Min([x], n)). 
In a similar way, KoROLYUK [7] concluded that, from (17), 
(l!l) Qn(xjn, +=) = 1-xn-n ! c;,(r-x)'(x+n-r)n-r--l, 
x~r~n 
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a result due to SMIRNOV [8], cf. also BIRNBAUM and TINGEY [1]. That 
(18) and (19) are equivalent is also a consequence of the following 
well-known (cf. [10], p. 200, Ex. 21) identity 
1l 
(x+y+nt = x _I C~(r+y)'(x+n-r)"-r-I, 
applied for y = - x. 
Purdue University 
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